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was no exception. It went from my early 
reel-to-reel, then I got a 1" eight-track, 
then it was the Fostex eight and 16-track 
machines, and that was followed shortly 
after by the Alesis ADAT and DATs.

When did you get into MIDI?
The advent of MIDI was unbeliev-

able. You could play something and 
then—let’s take it up a couple of beats 
per minute, or let’s change it a semitone 
down. All of these things came into play 
because of MIDI—it was a gift.

Do you remember your first 
recording software? 

I went right from using Linn drums, 
skipped over all the early Oberheim se-
quencing stuff, and went right to Mark of 
the Unicorn (MOTU). Digital Performer 
was my first sequencing software for years 
and years, and then I finally switched to 
Pro Tools a decade or so ago.

What’s your current writing 
or demo setup? I know you 
split time between the US and 
Australia.

It’s interesting you should ask. I have 
a beautiful mahogany Guild right here 
by the bed, and like everybody, I have 
a voice recorder on my phone and my 
iPad, but I finally pushed go on building 
a recording rig for down here.

Next week I’m getting a 16-inch Mac-
Book Pro, and I’ve got a UA Apollo x4 
that just arrived. I’m trying to keep it to 
the fewest number of pieces. I have an 
AKG C-414 that has the original C-12 
capsule. If you’re going to have just one 
mic, it’s a heck of a mic. And I have a 
bass and an electric guitar just to cover 
the fundamentals.

The power in the UA Apollo 
line is amazing. Are you 
working on anything now?

The idea of putting a new rig together 
is to kick some of my ideas along. I have 
some of them sketched out in Garage-
Band, and then we’re going to throw 
that over to Pro Tools, which is a lovely 
way to work. I have a project coming 
up on Blue Élan Records, kind of a ‘Best 
of Gerry’ project with a double vinyl 
release (Keeping the Light On: The Best 
of Gerry Beckley). It’s going to include 
four or five unreleased songs. Of course, 
what always happens is you’ve got 
things that you’d like to use, but they’re 
not quite done. And so, you go back in 
and fix this, or that needs a harmony, or 
instead of a sequenced bass, I’d rath-
er play real bass. Luckily Jeff Larson is 
great, helping me get that all together.

I can’t wait to hear it! Thank 
you, Gerry, I really appreciate 
this.

Alright, nice to talk with you.
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Price: $79 (pair) — isoacoustics.com

IsoAcoustics is known for its extensive line of speak-
er stands, including the height-adjustable ISO Stand, the 
low-profile aluminum Aperta series, and the ISO-PUCK (re-
viewed October 2017).

The original ISO-PUCK is a 1.2" high, 2.4" diameter disc that 
looks like a high-tech hockey puck. Each PUCK can hold 20 lbs., 
so four of them can tackle an 80 lb. studio monitor (yes, check 
my math). What if your monitor weighs more, like for example 
the 82 lb. Focal Trio 11 Be? Enter the new ISO-PUCK 76.

The 1.5" high, 3" diameter ISO-PUCK 76 can handle 40 
lbs., and is designed for large studio monitors, guitar amps, 
floor wedges, small PA speakers, and anything you wish to 
isolate from a surface.

The ISO-PUCK 76 is made of metal with slight concave rub-
ber disks on the top and bottom that stay in place through 
gentle suction. Inside is an isolator that acts as a kind of shock 
absorber. According to IsoAcoustics President Dave Mor-
rison, “The suction connects the upper isolator to the speak-
ers, and the lower isolator to the supporting surface. The in-
ternal lateral support provides the control and resistance in 
the off-axis direction to mitigate the circular oscillations that  

occur when speakers are sitting on a non-isolated surface”. In 
other words, ISO-PUCK attenuates vibrations from the speaker  
travelling into the supporting surface as well as the vibrations 
being conducted and reflected back up into the speaker, thus 
strengthening the stereo image.

The ISO-PUCK is directional; for the described isolation to 
occur, it needs to be placed with the logo facing forward or 
backward. Other than that, they’re low-profile, well-built and 
PUCK ME! They work!

The ISO-PUCK 76 is a top tier decoupler and isolation de-
vice. I’m an IsoAcoustics addict, with Aperta stands for my 
Focal Solo 6 Be monitors at home, the original ISO PUCK on 
my Amphion One18 monitors in my studio, and now, the ISO-
PUCK 76 on my monster Focal Trio 11 Be speakers. I won’t mix 
without them! Stop by the IsoAcoustics web site and dig into 
the science behind (and inside) the ISO-PUCK.

IsoAcoustics  
ISO-PUCK 76
The big daddy in the speaker  
isolation family

Review By Paul Vnuk Jr.


